Twenty-seven years after the seminal publication on neurofibromatosis by Friedrich von Recklinghausen in 1882,^[@NOS287C1]^ the first 2 cases of malignant tumors of the peripheral nerves associated with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) in Norway were described in a publication by Francis Harbitz (1867--1950), a professor of pathology and pathological anatomy at the Royal Frederick University in Christiania, since 1939 known as the University of Oslo.^[@NOS287C2],[@NOS287C3]^ In his report, Harbitz describes 2 women aged 32 and 44 with \>20-year histories of neurofibromatosis and multiple operations, both of whom died shortly after malignant transformation of preexisting plexiform neuromas. In the hundred years that have passed since then, our knowledge about neurofibromatosis and cancer biology, as well as surgical and therapeutic techniques, has developed tremendously. Still, even today, the medical histories of the 2 women are more typical than exceptional for patients showing malignant transformation of tumors in the peripheral nervous system.

Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor (MPNST) is currently the recommended term for all malignancies that arise from the peripheral nervous system or that show nerve sheath differentiation and includes tumors previously also known as malignant neuroma, malignant neurilemmoma, neurogenic sarcoma, neurofibrosarcoma, and malignant schwannoma.^[@NOS287C4],[@NOS287C5]^ MPNST is a rare disease, with an incidence of 1 in 100 000 in the general population,^[@NOS287C6]^ and the prognosis is poor, with only 20%--50% of patients surviving 5 years from diagnosis. The correct primary diagnosis of MPNST remains a challenge due to morphological complexity as described in the soft tissue sarcoma reference textbooks,^[@NOS287C7],[@NOS287C8]^ and typically, expert pathologists at reference institutions for sarcomas are responsible for conducting the diagnostic procedures.^[@NOS287C9]^ Treatment of MPNST also represents a great challenge, as there is currently no standardized treatment other than radical surgery. Chemotherapy is used for some patients with unresectable tumors or metastatic disease, and radiotherapy is occasionally used, but due to the rareness of the disease, it is not possible in a realistic time frame to conduct randomized controlled trials for MPNST patients only, and the documentation for the efficacy of any adjuvant treatment is limited.^[@NOS287C10]--[@NOS287C13]^

Roughly half of all MPNSTs are sporadic; they are found in patients who do not carry any known genetic predisposition for cancer. The remaining tumors are found in patients who are diagnosed with the genetic disorder NF1, an autosomal dominant disease with characteristic clinical manifestations such as multiple benign neurofibromas, Lisch nodules, and café-au-lait spots. The lifetime risk for developing malignant tumors in NF1 patients has been estimated to be up to 10%.^[@NOS287C14]^ NF1 patients have a shorter life expectancy compared with the general population, and in addition to their increased incidence of MPNST, they have a higher mortality rate from brain tumors and respiratory diseases.^[@NOS287C15],[@NOS287C16]^ The NF1 syndrome is caused by alterations in the *NF1* gene, mapping to the long arm of chromosome 17, which encodes the tumor suppressor protein neurofibromin. The complete function of this large protein is only partly understood, but a central GTPase domain is known to inhibit cell proliferation by inactivation of Ras proteins.^[@NOS287C17]^

So far, no decisive molecular differences have been identified in the tumors from NF1 and non-NF1 MPNST patients. Biallelic mutations of the *NF1* gene are found in a significant portion of all MPNSTs, and among patients with NF1, one of the alleles is altered in the germline.^[@NOS287C18]--[@NOS287C20]^ Multiple chromosome alterations are typical for MPNSTs from both NF1 and non-NF1 patients and include frequent losses of chromosome arm 9p and gains of the whole or part of 17q.^[@NOS287C21]--[@NOS287C24]^

The reported survival rates of NF1 patients with MPNST compared with those of patients with sporadic MPNST are conflicting. In several reports, NF1 patients have a lower survival rate than non-NF1 patients,^[@NOS287C6],[@NOS287C25]--[@NOS287C27]^ while other reports suggest that there is no difference.^[@NOS287C28]--[@NOS287C31]^ Here, we present updated and new survival data for a total of 179 MPNST patients from 2 Scandinavian and 1 Italian sarcoma center, as well as a comprehensive review of the literature and a meta-analysis summarizing the mortality risk in NF1 versus non-NF1 patients.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Patients {#s2a}
--------

This study included 98 Norwegian, 26 Swedish, and 55 Italian patients with localized MPNST who were initially diagnosed between 1970 and 2011 and treated at the Norwegian Radium Hospital, Oslo, Norway; at Skåne University Hospital, Lund, Sweden; and at the Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli, Bologna, Italy, respectively. The updated clinical data for each country are summarized in [Supplementary Tables 1--3](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1). Parts of the patient data have been presented in previous publications.^[@NOS287C24],[@NOS287C32]--[@NOS287C34]^ The biobanks and projects were approved according to national legislation. Table 1.Clinical parameters and association to 5-year DSSAll PatientsNon-NF1 PatientsNF1 PatientsDistribution in NF1 vs Non-NF1No.DSS, % (SE)*P*^a^No.DSS, % (SE)*P*^a^No.DSS, % (SE)*P*^a^*P*^b^All patients17946 (4)11747 (5)6245 (7)History of NF1.41 No11747 (5) Yes6245 (7)Country.1.2.28.82 Italy5548 (7)3553 (9)2038 (11) Norway9843 (5)6642 (7)3243 (9) Sweden2659 (10)1654 (13)1067 (16)Age quartiles, y^c^.21.08.91 × 10^--7^ 11--254650 (8)2048 (12)2653 (11) 26--424452 (8)2562 (10)1839 (12) 43--594442 (8)3245 (9)1231 (14) 60--864542 (8)4040 (8)560 (22)Gender.57.91.44.53 Female8744 (6)5947 (7)2839 (10) Male9248 (6)5847 (7)3450 (9)Grade.002.02.05.33 Low2082 (9)1576 (12)5100 High15141 (4)9543 (5)5639 (7) Missing871Tumor size quartiles, cm^c^7 × 10^--7^.00002.02.03 1--54474 (7)3775 (8)767 (19) 6--83949 (8)2446 (11)1553 (13) 9--134241 (8)2043 (12)2240 (11) 14--403731 (8)2227 (10)1537 (13) Missing17133Complete remission.0005.0004.241.0 No4931 (7)3128 (9)1835 (12) Yes10657 (5)6759 (6)3954 (8) Missing24195Metastasis at time of diagnosis4 × 10^--13^.000034 × 10^--10^.33 No15452 (4)10253 (5)5252 (7) Yes205 (5)119 (9)90 Missing541Location.07.06.66.87 Non-extremities7538 (6)4838 (8)2738 (10) Extremities10252 (5)6753 (6)3550 (9) Missing22Radiotherapy.91.41.31.04 No10148 (5)7347 (6)2852 (10) Yes7844 (6)4447 (8)3439 (9)Chemotherapy.02.05.31.0003 No11652 (5)8752 (6)2952(10) Yes6336 (6)3032 (9)3340 (9)[^1][^2][^3] Table 2.Results and quality assessment of the 4 meta-analyses measuring the effect of NF1 status on MPNST mortalityMeta-analysis IdentifiersSynthesisQuality AssessmentHeterogeneityPublication BiasEffect measure^a^Survival endpoint*n* included studies*n* patientsPooled effect^b^ (95% CI)*P*Cochran\'s *Q*-test*PI*^2^*P*^c^OROS2816521.75 (1.28--2.39).000444.0239%.84ORDSS1710411.68 (1.18--2.40).00422.1527%.56HROS289691.38 (1.10--1.72).00433.1720%.17HRDSS199751.40 (1.13--1.75).00214.710%.06^d^[^4][^5][^6][^7] Table 3.Results and quality assessment of the 4 meta-analyses measuring the effect of NF1 status on MPNST mortality for studies published after year 2000 onlyMeta-analysis IdentifiersSynthesisQuality AssessmentHeterogeneityPublication BiasEffect measure^a^Survival endpoint*n* included studies*n* patientsPooled effect^b^ (95% CI)*P*Cochran\'s *Q*-test*PI*^2^*P*^c^OROS129751.47 (0.91--2.39).1225.00757%.79ORDSS57201.47 (1.06--2.04).024.420%.73HROS115721.19 (0.85--1.66).3016.1037%.87HRDSS77011.32 (1.00--1.74).053.830%.19[^8][^9][^10]

Statistical Analyses {#s2b}
--------------------

Five-year overall survival (OS), disease-specific survival (DSS), and disease-free survival (DFS), as well as *P* values for other clinical associations, were calculated using SPSS software version 18.0 (see [Supplementary material](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1) for details).

Literature Review and Meta-analyses {#s2c}
-----------------------------------

A MedLine (PubMed) search was performed using the search string "("peripheral nervous system neoplasms" \[MeSH\] OR "nerve sheath neoplasms" \[MeSH\] AND malignant AND humans \[MeSH\] AND English \[lang\] AND (prognosis OR mortality OR survival OR clinicopathologic)". The abstracts from all the hits were browsed to identify relevant citations, and the full manuscripts of these were read to identify all studies describing survival data for 10 or more MPNST patients. In addition to the citations identified through the MedLine search, we included relevant studies cited within the selected studies. The procedures for extraction of data and calculation of odds ratios (ORs) and hazard ratios (HRs) are described in the [Supplementary material](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1). Only studies with at least 5 NF1 and 5 non-NF1 patients were included for OR calculations in order to avoid ORs of zero or infinity. For HRs, all studies that included both patient groups were included.

The meta-analyses and assessment of heterogeneity and publication bias were performed using the software MIX Meta-analysis in Excel version 2.0,^[@NOS287C35]^ as described in the [Supplementary material](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1).

Results {#s3}
=======

Clinical Associations in 3 European Patient Groups {#s3a}
--------------------------------------------------

In the combined patient series from the 3 European sarcoma centers, 35% of the MPNST patients were diagnosed with NF1 (Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"})---33% in the Norwegian series, 38% in the Swedish series, and 36% in the Italian series ([Supplementary Tables 1--3](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)). Generally, the NF1 patients were significantly younger than the non-NF1 patients at the time of the initial MPNST diagnosis, and they more often received adjuvant radio- and chemotherapy (Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"}). However, these associations were not seen for the Italian patients, where NF1 and non-NF1 patients were of equal age and the fractions of patients within each patient group receiving adjuvant treatment were similar ([Supplementary Table 3](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)). Tumors in the head, neck, or trunk were rarely seen among the Italian patients or among the Swedish non-NF1 patients. At the Norwegian hospital, the majority of tumors were found in the head, neck, or trunk, and no difference was seen between NF1 and non-NF1 patients in terms of tumor site. For all 179 patients from the 3 countries combined, the primary malignant tumors in NF1 patients were found to be slightly larger than tumors in non-NF1 patients (Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"}), but this observation was not significant for any of the national centers alone ([Supplementary Tables 1--3](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)). For the other clinical observables---gender, tumor grade, initial metastases, and remission status---we did not find any differences between the patients with sporadic and NF1-associated MPNST.

Patient Survival {#s3b}
----------------

OS, DSS, and DFS curves for NF1 and non-NF1-associated MPNST are shown in Fig. [1](#NOS287F1){ref-type="fig"}. Among the 179 patients presented here, 90 were recorded to have died of MPNST, while 6 died of other causes within 5 years of MPNST diagnosis. Neither OS (*P* = .70) nor DSS (*P* = .41) showed any difference between NF1 and non-NF1 patients (Fig. [1](#NOS287F1){ref-type="fig"}A and B; Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table 4](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)). For DFS, a slightly lower survival percentage was observed among NF1 patients, although not significantly different (*P* = .42) (Fig. [1](#NOS287F1){ref-type="fig"}C; [Supplementary Table 5](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)). An overview of the relationship between DSS and clinical factors is given in Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"}, and correspondingly for OS and DFS in [Supplementary Tables 4 and 5](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1), respectively. Tumor grade, tumor size, surgical remission status, and metastatic disease at time of initial diagnosis were all significantly associated with survival (Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"}). Patients who were selected for chemotherapy also seem to have a worse prognosis, while patients receiving radiotherapy had no significant difference in survival compared with those not receiving such treatment. When patients were stratified by NF1 association, several of these prognostic factors had a more pronounced effect for the non-NF1 patients than for the NF1 patients, which may be partly explained by a lower number of observations in the NF1 group. Most strikingly, remission status failed to be a significant predictor of survival in the NF1 group, although the actual survival percentages in the 2 patient groups were similar (Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"}). The effect of age was highly significant for OS, and to a lesser extent for DFS, among non-NF1 patients, while no such effect could be seen for the NF1 patients, who were generally younger ([Supplementary Tables 4 and 5](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)). Fig. 1.Kaplan--Meier plots for 5-year OS (A), DSS (B), and DFS (C) from MPNST patients with NF1 (*n* = 62, red lines) and without NF1 (*n* = 117, blue lines).

Literature Search {#s3c}
-----------------

The MedLine search for citations reporting survival data for patients with nerve sheath neoplasms resulted in a total of 747 hits from 1965 to February 2012 (Fig. [2](#NOS287F2){ref-type="fig"}). After browsing all the abstracts to identify studies that reported patient survival in NF1 and non-NF1-associated malignant nerve sheath neoplasms, 197 citations were found relevant. All of these 197 publications were screened in depth to identify studies that included at least 10 MPNSTs and that specified clinical data for the individual patients or separate survival percentages for NF1 and non-NF1 patients. Fifty-nine citations fulfilled these criteria. In addition, 14 studies that did not appear on the initial MedLine search were included based on citations within the selected studies; 2 recently published studies were also included that were still not indexed for MedLine.^[@NOS287C36],[@NOS287C37]^ The extracted data from each of the 73 studies are listed in [Supplementary Table 6](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1). Finally, the patient origins and inclusion time frames in each study were compared, and studies with overlapping patient material were excluded, leaving only the largest study from each institution. Studies reporting only one patient group, NF1 or non-NF1, were also excluded. Exceptions were made for the 2 papers published by D\'Agostino et al.^[@NOS287C38],[@NOS287C39]^ that covered the 2 patient groups separately; these 2 papers were merged into a single study. Also for the 2 papers by Schmidt et al.,^[@NOS287C23],[@NOS287C40]^ overlapping patients could be identified and excluded, which allowed us to combine the remaining patients into a single larger study. A total of 48 studies was thus selected, covering more than 1850 unique MPNST patients. Fig. 2.Flowchart of literature review and study selection for meta-analyses.

Meta-analysis Synthesis {#s3d}
-----------------------

Two meta-analyses were performed comparing ORs for mortality in NF1-associated MPNST versus non-NF1-associated MPNST; one included studies reporting OS^[@NOS287C23],[@NOS287C25]--[@NOS287C28],[@NOS287C31],[@NOS287C38]--[@NOS287C60]^ (Fig. [3](#NOS287F3){ref-type="fig"}A), and the other included studies reporting DSS^[@NOS287C29],[@NOS287C30],[@NOS287C36],[@NOS287C38],[@NOS287C39],[@NOS287C41],[@NOS287C42],[@NOS287C46],[@NOS287C48],[@NOS287C50],[@NOS287C51],[@NOS287C53],[@NOS287C61]--[@NOS287C65]^ (Fig. [3](#NOS287F3){ref-type="fig"}B) and (Fig. [3](#NOS287F3){ref-type="fig"}C). Both showed a significantly worse prognosis for NF1-associated MPNST versus non-NF1-associated MPNST. Similar results were obtained for HRs as effect measure ([Supplementary Fig. 1A](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1) and B for OS^[@NOS287C23],[@NOS287C27],[@NOS287C31],[@NOS287C37]--[@NOS287C41],[@NOS287C44],[@NOS287C46],[@NOS287C48],[@NOS287C50],[@NOS287C51],[@NOS287C53],[@NOS287C54],[@NOS287C57]--[@NOS287C59],[@NOS287C61],[@NOS287C63],[@NOS287C66]--[@NOS287C74]^ and DSS,^[@NOS287C29],[@NOS287C30],[@NOS287C36]--[@NOS287C39],[@NOS287C41],[@NOS287C46],[@NOS287C48],[@NOS287C50],[@NOS287C51],[@NOS287C53],[@NOS287C61],[@NOS287C63],[@NOS287C66],[@NOS287C69],[@NOS287C70],[@NOS287C72],[@NOS287C74]^ respectively). A summary of the meta-analyses with quality assessment parameters for heterogeneity and publication bias can be found in Table [2](#NOS287TB2){ref-type="table"}. Fig. 3.Meta-analyses of OR for mortality from MPNST in NF1 patients compared with non-NF1 patients using OS (A and C) and DSS (B and D) as clinical endpoints, and 1963 to present (A and B) and 2001 to present (C and D) as publication time frames. The OR for each study is represented by a square; horizontal lines represent 95% CIs. The size of the square represents the weight (inverse variance). The diamonds represent the pooled ORs using a random effects model.

When only studies published after 2000 were included in the meta-analyses, significance is greatly reduced (Table [3](#NOS287TB3){ref-type="table"}). For OS, neither OR^[@NOS287C26]--[@NOS287C28],[@NOS287C31],[@NOS287C54]--[@NOS287C60]^ (Fig. [3](#NOS287F3){ref-type="fig"}B) nor HR^[@NOS287C27],[@NOS287C31],[@NOS287C37],[@NOS287C54],[@NOS287C57]--[@NOS287C59],[@NOS287C72]--[@NOS287C74]^ ([Supplementary Fig. 1C](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)) showed a statistically significant difference between the 2 MPNST patient groups (*P* = .12 and 0.30, respectively). For DSS, the OR^[@NOS287C29],[@NOS287C30],[@NOS287C36],[@NOS287C65]^ (Fig. [3](#NOS287F3){ref-type="fig"}D) and HR^[@NOS287C29],[@NOS287C30],[@NOS287C36],[@NOS287C37],[@NOS287C72],[@NOS287C74]^ ([Supplementary Fig. 1D](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)) were still borderline significant (*P* = .02 and .05, respectively).

Correlations between MPNST Survival and Time of Report {#s3e}
------------------------------------------------------

To further analyze dependency of the survival data with date of publication, individual patient data were extracted. For studies from the same institution, duplicate patients were identified and excluded if 2 patients had matching age, gender, and NF1 status, as well as identical follow-up information or extended follow-up information in the most recent report. In summary, follow-up data for 910 unique MPNST patients were extracted: 398 NF1 and 512 non-NF1.^[@NOS287C9],[@NOS287C23],[@NOS287C31],[@NOS287C37]--[@NOS287C41],[@NOS287C44],[@NOS287C46],[@NOS287C50],[@NOS287C51],[@NOS287C53],[@NOS287C54],[@NOS287C57],[@NOS287C58],[@NOS287C61],[@NOS287C63],[@NOS287C66]--[@NOS287C81]^

A univariate Cox regression analysis using publication year before or within the last decade (ie, published 1963--2000 vs 2001--2012) as a binary explanatory variable for OS showed that recent publication was significantly correlated with improved OS for NF1 patients with MPNST (HR, 0.71; 95% CI, 0.56--0.90; *P* = .004), and Kaplan--Meier analysis showed that OS improved from 26% before 2001 to 39% after 2001 for this patient group (Fig. [4](#NOS287F4){ref-type="fig"}). For non-NF1 patients an opposite tendency was observed, with 43% OS before 2001 and 36% after 2001, although this finding was less significant in the Cox regression analysis (HR, 1.24; 95% CI, 0.98--1.55; *P* = .07). Fig. 4.Kaplan--Meier plots comparing time dependency of 5-year OS for MPNST patients with NF1 (red lines) and without NF1 (blue lines). Thick lines include studies published after 2000 (*n* = 207 NF1 and *n* = 246 non-NF1) and thin lines include studies published between 1963 and 2000 (*n* = 191 NF1 and *n* = 266 non-NF1).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The present report summarizes the survival data for 179 MPNST patients from 3 European sarcoma centers. We found a 5-year DSS of 46%, an OS of 44%, and a DFS of 37%, and there was no statistically significant difference in survival between patients with and without NF1. A similar conclusion has been reported in other large studies^[@NOS287C28]--[@NOS287C31]^; however, there are also several studies that report a significantly worse outcome for MPNST in NF1 patients.^[@NOS287C6],[@NOS287C25]--[@NOS287C27]^

To address this problem, we present 4 meta-analyses that compare the risk for death from MPNST in NF1 patients versus non-NF1 patients: 2 meta-analyses comparing OS and 2 comparing DSS, using both OR and HR as effect measures. The combined literature on MPNST from 1963 to the present suggests that the NF1 patient group has worse prognosis than the non-NF1 group irrespective of the effect measure and survival endpoint analyzed. However, there is a trend toward larger patient series and a smaller difference between NF1 and non-NF1 patients in more recent studies. When only studies published in the last decade were included in the meta-analyses (2001--2012), OS was no longer significantly different between NF1 and non-NF1 MPNST patients (Table [3](#NOS287TB3){ref-type="table"}). For DSS, the difference between non-NF1 and NF1 in studies published after 2001 was also reduced but still borderline significant.

The Kaplan--Meier plots based on data from more than 900 individual patients that could be extracted from 38 studies listed in [Supplementary Table 6](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1) further illustrate the trend that NF1 patients approach the survival levels of non-NF1 patients (Fig. [4](#NOS287F4){ref-type="fig"}). The observation that survival from MPNST for NF1 patients has improved in recent years has also been described in an independent study from the United Kingdom in which the authors report improved 5-year survival in the range of ∼25% (for NF1 patients diagnosed in 1980--1996) to ∼55% (for NF1 patients diagnosed in 1997--2010).^[@NOS287C82]^

There might be at least 4 explanations for why NF1 patients have been reported to have poorer outcomes after an MPNST diagnosis than non-NF1 patients: (1) MPNSTs in NF1 patients are biologically different and inherently more aggressive, (2) the natural tumor defense systems in NF1 patients are less fit to combat cancer, thus allowing for more rapid growth of the malignant tumor, (3) the MPNST diagnosis is delayed in NF1 patients, resulting in more advanced tumors, and (4) treatment of MPNST in NF1 patients differs from that in non-NF1 patients. While the first 2 alternatives describe biological differences, the last 2 depend on when and how patients are received in the clinic.

If there are biological differences between MPNSTs in NF1 patients compared with non-NF1 patients, one would expect to find molecular differences in the DNA, RNA, or protein level in these tumors. DNA copy number variation and large chromosomal rearrangements have long been known to occur in MPNSTs, while in neurofibromas, which may be regarded as benign counterparts to MPNSTs, far fewer or no genomic aberrations are found.^[@NOS287C9],[@NOS287C83]--[@NOS287C86]^ However, while several recurrent changes have been reported for MPNSTs, no data on consistent differences between NF1 and non-NF1 tumors have been extracted from these studies. A handful of studies have analyzed mRNA expression profiles in MPNST,^[@NOS287C57],[@NOS287C87]--[@NOS287C93]^ and gene profiles that distinguish MPNSTs from neurofibromas have been suggested. However, none of these studies could find a reliable distinction between patients with NF1 and non-NF1 MPNST. Watson et al.^[@NOS287C57]^ did note a higher average expression of *EGFR* in NF1-associated MPNSTs, but this was not related to survival and has so far not been verified in other studies. *TP53* mutations are frequent in many cancer types, and some small studies report mutations in up to 70% of NF1-associated MPNSTs^[@NOS287C94],[@NOS287C95]^; others claim that *TP53* mutations are mainly found in non-NF1 MPNSTs,^[@NOS287C96]^ while we and others have reported that *TP53* mutations are rare in MPNST.^[@NOS287C97]--[@NOS287C99]^ Several immunohistochemical markers have been suggested to have prognostic information for MPNST, but none has consistently distinguished between NF1 and non-NF1 MPNSTs.^[@NOS287C30]--[@NOS287C32],[@NOS287C87],[@NOS287C98],[@NOS287C100]--[@NOS287C103]^ In conclusion, the current literature provides very little evidence to support a biological difference between NF1 and non-NF1-associated MPNST; however, as more advanced technologies are continuously being implemented in research and clinical use, we will not rule out that such differences may be found in the future.

Clinical parameters may also provide hints to any differences between MPNST patients with and without the NF1 syndrome. A review of the literature listed in [Supplementary Table 6](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1) showed that NF1 patients were generally significantly younger than patients without NF1 in practically all MPNST reports. This finding is as expected because NF1 carries a germline mutation of the *NF1* gene, which is believed to be an initiating factor for development of both neurofibromas and MPNSTs.^[@NOS287C104],[@NOS287C105]^ However, since the same NF1 mutations are found in sporadic tumors, this cannot alone explain any difference in outcome. Population studies on NF1 patients have shown that the mortality from causes other than MPNST in this group is higher than in the general population,^[@NOS287C15],[@NOS287C16],[@NOS287C106]--[@NOS287C108]^ suggesting that there will be a bias toward lower OS in the NF1 group. On the other hand, age may be a contributing factor for lower OS in the non-NF1 group, as MPNST patients without NF1 were on average 20 years older than MPNST patients with NF1. In our data covering 179 patients, 6/96 deaths within 5 years after diagnosis were attributed to causes other than MPNST, and coincidentally, none of these 6 patients had NF1.

Associations between NF1 status and other clinical parameters are less clear and not confirmed by independent studies. In a recent study of MPNST patients with NF1,^[@NOS287C82]^ the authors report significantly improved survival for female NF1 patients, but this is in contrast to our data in which female NF1 patients had a worse prognosis, although not significantly so (see Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"}). Some studies report that a higher proportion of malignant tumors in NF1 patients are located in the trunk than in the extremities and that NF1-associated MPNSTs have a larger average size than sporadic tumors.^[@NOS287C6],[@NOS287C25],[@NOS287C27]^ In our data, we did not see any difference in tumor localization. A slightly larger tumor size in NF1 could be detected when the patients from all 3 hospitals were merged (Table [1](#NOS287TB1){ref-type="table"}), but not on the level of each hospital ([Supplementary Tables 1--3](http://neuro-oncology.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/neuonc/nos287/-/DC1)). Similar results have been reported by others.^[@NOS287C26],[@NOS287C29]^ Larger tumor size in NF1 patients might well be a sign of a more aggressive tumor, but without any molecular data to support this, it is just as likely that the tumors are detected at a later stage.

The observation that survival for NF1 patients has improved in recent years suggests that exogenous factors have changed during this period. It seems reasonable that detection of a novel malignant tumor in an NF1 patient who carries the burden of multiple benign neurofibromas can be more challenging than detection of a single tumor in a non-NF1 patient, and as a consequence, some NF1 patients may have presented more advanced tumors than the average non-NF1 patient at the time of diagnosis. A delayed MPNST diagnosis may also be rationalized by social stigmatization experienced by NF1 patients, which may prevent them from seeking medical assistance at an early stage of cancer development.^[@NOS287C109]^ This bias would lead to higher ORs and HRs for deaths of NF1 patients versus non-NF1 patients. Therefore, one might speculate that awareness among NF1 patients and the monitoring of routines have improved over the last few years, allowing for earlier detection of potentially malignant tumors in this group of patients, thus explaining the smaller difference compared with non-NF1 MPNST patients. A puzzling observation is that we found the opposite tendency for non-NF1 patients: survival has decreased slightly for these patients in the last few years. A possible explanation for this observation is that better consensus agreements for soft tissue sarcoma diagnostics in the last decade have reduced the number of less aggressive tumors being misclassified as MPNST, especially for non-NF1 patients.

In summary, the molecular characteristics of NF1 and non-NF1 MPNSTs known today do not provide any obvious explanation for more aggressive behavior by NF1-associated MPNST, nor can they identify any subgroups of poor disease outcome within either of the cohorts. Based on the presented survival analysis and meta-analyses, MPNST patients with and without NF1 have similar DSS prognoses, although NF1 patients appear to have an increased overall mortality, which may result from increased mortality from causes other than MPNST.
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###### Supplementary Data

[^1]: ^a^Significance from Breslow test for binary variables and Wald test for continuous variables (age and tumor size).

[^2]: ^b^Two-sided Fisher exact test for categorical data. Two-sided *t*-test for continuous data: age, assuming nonequal variance; tumor size, assuming equal variance.

[^3]: ^c^Survival percentages are shown for each quartile. *P* values were calculated using uncategorized continuous data.

[^4]: ^a^The effect measures, OR and HR, indicate the risk for death in NF1-associated MPNST vs non-NF1 MPNST.

[^5]: ^b^Random effect model.

[^6]: ^c^Egger\'s regression test for zero intercept.

[^7]: ^d^The Egger test indicates that there might be publication bias. Trim-and-fill correction gives HR~DSS~ = 1.33 (1.08--1.65).

[^8]: ^a^The effect measures, OR and HR, indicate the risk for death in NF1-associated MPNST versus non-NF1 MPNST.

[^9]: ^b^Random effect model.

[^10]: ^c^Egger\'s regression test for zero intercept.
